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What is a local file inclusion

Remote Code Execution
Load a resource to get code 

execution

DDOS
Spam requests to load big 
files from the file system

Leak file content
Read local resources to get 
configuration file content, 
etc..

Path traversal
Escape application context to 
get information on other files 

stored on the file system
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Remote file inclusion : 
Load a file from a remote host

Null byte :
Bypass appended path info

Path traversal :
Move up the file tree

File upload :
Upload your payload

php.ini option allow_url_include disabled by default

Patched since PHP 5.4

php.ini option open_basedir (not a default option)

Not always available

LFI HISTORY
Some LFI tricks
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Some LFI tricks

https://www.nuagesdemots.fr/
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Filter chains purpose?
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php://filter wrapper

Apply an infinite amount of filters to a file content!
No file upload or access required

String filters
 string.rot13
 String.toupper
 String.tolower
 String.strip_tags

Conversion filters
 convert.base64-encode
 convert.base64-decode
 convert.quoted-printable-encode
 convert.quoted-printable-decode
 convert.iconv.* (pentesters’ favorite    ) 

Compression Filters
 zlib.deflate
 zlib.inflate
 bzip2.compress
 bzip2.decompress

Undocumented Filters
 consumed
 dechunk (HTTP chunked data)

What could go wrong?
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php://filter wrapper

String filters
 string.rot13
 String.toupper
 String.tolower
 String.strip_tags

Conversion filters
 convert.base64-encode
 convert.base64-decode
 convert.quoted-printable-encode
 convert.quoted-printable-decode
 convert.iconv.* (pentesters’ favorite   ) 

Compression Filters
 zlib.deflate
 zlib.inflate
 bzip2.compress
 bzip2.decompress

Encryption Filters (deprecated)
 mcrypt.*
 mdecrypt.*

https://carbon.now.shhttps://carbon.now.sh

PHP filter chain
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php://filter wrapper

How useful PHP filter chains are actually? 

PHP filter chain
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PHP filters chain logic

Nothing is lost, nothing is created, everything is transformed
– Antoine Lavoisier

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antoine_Lavoisier
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PHP filters chain logic

Nothing is lost, nothing is created, everything is transformed
– Antoine Lavoisier

Everything is transformed, characters are created sometimes, 
some parts can be lost its ok.
– PHP encoding logic

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antoine_Lavoisier

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Webysther_20160423_-_Elephpant.svg
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Encoding our way through

Conversions filters such as convert.iconv.* 
can be chained as will.
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Encoding our way through

Using encodings to generate characters 
at the start of the file content.

The Unicode Standard [...] define the 
character "ZERO WIDTH NON-
BREAKING SPACE" (0xFEFF), which is 
also known informally as
 

"BYTE ORDER MARK" 

big-endian if the first two octets are 0xFE 
followed by 0xFF; 
if they are 0xFF followed by 0xFE, the 
order is little-endian.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc2781#section-3.2
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Encoding our way through

Using encodings to generate characters 
at the start of the file content.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO/IEC_8859-
10
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Encoding our way through

Using encodings to generate characters 
at the start of the file content.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin_script_in_Unicode
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Prepend 8 to a normal chain

Usage via filter chain : 
8 is prepended to the chain ‘START’.
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PHP way to base64 decode

PHP has a rather unique way to handle base64. 
And that is not the only thing it does differently
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Prepend 8 to a base64-encoded chain

Chaining it all together to get ‘8’ prepended 
to the base64 encoded string ‘START’ + 
cleaning junk data.

Padding can 
truncate the 
original string

Padding can 
truncate the 
original string
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Public project: php_filter_chain_generator
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Public project: php_filter_chain_generator

PHP sources Chain generation Exploitation
https://github.com/synacktiv/php_filter_chain_generator
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Public project: php_filter_chain_generator

Junk data appended, 
so close PHP tags in 
payloads : ?>

php://temp is an 
always existing file
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Blind oracle Logic

Max size overflow

Chaining filters to 
overflow the maximum 

readable file size.

First character leak

Using a peticular filter 
to blindly guess the 
first character value.

Character rotate

Rotate file characters 
to retrieve all its 

content.



27BLIND FILE LEAK
Max size overflow

Max size overflow

Chaining filters to 
overflow the maximum 

readable file size.
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Max size overflow

memory_limit php.ini 
option is 128MB by default UCS-4LE is encoded 

in 4 octets
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Max size overflow

memory_limit php.ini 
option is 128MB by default

Each character uses 
4 bytes in UCS-4LE
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First character leak

First character leak

Using a peticular filter 
to blindly guess the 
first character value.
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First character leak : dechunk filter

dechunk filter will return an 
empty result if the first 
character is hexadecimal

When using chunked transfer 
encoding, each chunk is preceded by 
its size in bytes
It has to be an hexadecimal value

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chunked_transfer_encoding
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First character leak : Using dechunk as an oracle

The CP930 codec defines each ASCII hexadecimal value 
with an offset of 1
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First character leak : Using dechunk as an oracle

= CP930 conversion
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First character leak : leak the char ‘d’

$i : number of CP930 conversion
$char : first char of a file

/tmp/test

$char=d

$i=1



35BLIND FILE LEAK
First character leak : leak the char ‘d’

$i : number of CP930 conversion
$char : first char of a file

/tmp/test

$char=e

$i=1



36BLIND FILE LEAK
First character leak : leak the char ‘d’

$i : number of CP930 conversion
$char : first char of a file

/tmp/test

$char=e

$i=2



37BLIND FILE LEAK
First character leak : leak the char ‘d’

$i : number of CP930 conversion
$char : first char of a file

/tmp/test

$char=f

$i=2



38BLIND FILE LEAK
First character leak : leak the char ‘d’

$i : number of CP930 conversion
$char : first char of a file

/tmp/test

$char=f

$i=3



39BLIND FILE LEAK
First character leak : leak the char ‘d’

$i : number of CP930 conversion
$char : first char of a file

/tmp/test

$char=g

$i=3
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First character leak : leak the char ‘d’

$i : number of CP930 conversion
$char : first char of a file

/tmp/test

$char=g

$i=3
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First character leak : Using dechunk as an oracle

First letter of 
/tmp/test is leaked
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Character rotate

Character rotate

Rotate file characters 
to retrieve all its 

content.
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Character rotate

UTF16 BOM can be used 
as dummy data to rotate 
characters of the chain
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Public project: php_filter_chains_oracle_exploit

https://github.com/synacktiv/php_filter_chains_oracle_exploit
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Demo

https://github.com/synacktiv/php_filter_chains_oracle_exploit
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USAGE
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URL maximal size

URL parameters max length is usualy 8K characters
~ 135 characters leaked via error based oracle
Filter chains can quickly get huge, triggering 414 errors.
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https://www.php.net/manual/en/wrappers.php.php

LIMITS & USAGE
Exploitable scope smaller than phar:// wrapper
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Exploitable functions

Blind File Leak
 file_get_contents
 readfile
 finfo->file
 getimagesize
 md5_file
 sha1_file
 file
 fgetcsv
 parse_ini_file
 copy
 file_put_contents
 include
 include_once
 require
 require_once

 stream_get_contents
 fgets
 fread
 fgetc
 fpassthru

 include
 include_once
 require
 require_once

LFI TO RCE
fopen functions
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Remote Code Execution
Really unlikely, the trick can 
still be useful for CTF or to 

bypass steps on certifications 

Phar was already there..
Vulnerable public projects already 
suffered from phar unserialization 

Prerequisites to exploit
GET verb is not viable for 
leaking large files

Blind Oracle
The trick targets unexpected functions, this 
kind of vulnerability is still unknown publicly 

and identified on public projects

Go find CVEs :)

How useful PHP filter chains are actually? 

No write required
Both tricks does not require 
to be able to upload or write 
data on the server
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THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR ATTENTION

Filter chains 
blind oracle

Filter chains 
generator

https://github.com/synacktiv/php_filter_chain_generator https://github.com/synacktiv/php_filter_chains_oracle_exploit
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Breaking your own payload

Even if some chains seem valid in a first place, you 
can destroy the integrity of the generated string

CSISO2022KR and EBCDIC are bad for the trick


